Abstract. This paper is on a graph clustering scheme inspired by ensemble learning. In short, the idea of ensemble learning is to learn several weak classifiers and use these weak classifiers to determine a strong classifier. In this contribution, we use the generic procedure of ensemble learning and determine several weak graph clusterings (with respect to the objective function). From the partition given by the maximal overlap of these clusterings (the cluster cores), we continue the search for a strong clustering. We demonstrate the performance of this scheme by using it to maximize the modularity of a graph clustering. We show, that the quality of the initial weak clusterings is of minor importance for the quality of the final result of the scheme if we iterate the process of restarting from maximal overlaps.
Introduction
Graph clustering, i.e. the identification of cohesive submodules or 'natural' groups in graphs, is an important technique in several domains. The identification of functional groups in metabolic networks [8] and the identification of social groups in friendship networks are two popular application areas of graph clustering.
Here we define graph clustering as the task of simultaneously detecting the number of submodules in a graph and detecting the submodules themselves. In contrast, we use the term graph partitioning for the problem of identifying a parametrized number of partitions where usually additional restrictions apply (usually, that all submodules are of roughly equal size). Two recent review articles on graph clustering by Schaeffer [25] and Fortunato [5] provide a good overview on graph clustering techniques as well as on related topics like evaluating and benchmarking clustering methods.
Graph clustering by optimizing an explicit objective function became popular with the introduction of the modularity measure [17] . Subsequently, a number of variations of modularity have been proposed [14, 11] to address shortcomings of modularity such as its resolution limit [6] . The identification of a graph clustering by finding a graph partition with maximal modularity is NP-hard [4] . Therefore, finding clusterings of a problem instance with more than a few hundred vertices has to be based on good heuristics. A large number of modularity optimization heuristics has been proposed in recent years, but most of them have a poor optimization quality.
The objective of this contribution is to present a new graph clustering scheme, called the Core Groups Graph Cluster (CGGC) scheme, which is able to find high quality clustering by using an ensemble learning approach. In [19] we presented an algorithm called RG+ for maximizing the modularity of a graph partition via an intermediate step of first identifying core groups of vertices. The RG+ algorithm was able to outperform all previously published heuristics in terms of optimization quality. This paper deals with a generalization of this optimization approach.
The paper has been organized in the following way. First, we briefly discuss ensemble learning in Section 2. Then, we introduce the CGGC scheme in Section 3 and modularity maximization algorithms in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate the performance of the CGGC scheme using modularity maximization algorithms within the scheme. Finally, a short conclusion follows in Section 6.
Ensemble Learning
Ensemble based systems have been used in decision making for quite some time. Ensemble learning is a paradigm in machine learning, where several intermediate classifiers (called weak or base classifiers) are generated and combined to finally get a single classifier. The algorithms used to compute the weak classifiers are called weak learners. An important notion is, that even if a weak learner has only a slightly better accuracy than random choice, by combining several classifiers created by this weak learner, a strong classifier can be created [26] . For a good introduction to this topic, see the review article by Polikar [21] .
Two examples of ensemble learning strategies are bagging and boosting. A bagging algorithm for supervised classification trains several classifiers from bootstraps of the training data. The combined classifier is computed by simple majority voting of the ensemble of base classifiers, i.e. a data item gets the label the majority of base classifiers assigns to that data item. A simple boosting algorithm (following [21] ) works with classifiers trained from three subsets of the training data. The first dataset is a random subset of the training data of arbitrary size. The second dataset is created so that the classifier trained with the first dataset classifies half of the data items correctly and the other half wrong. The third dataset consists of the data items the classifiers trained by the first and the second dataset disagree on. The strong classifier is the majority vote of the three classifiers.
Another ensemble learning strategy called Stacked Generalization has been proposed by Wolpert [28] . This strategy is based on the assumption that some data points are more likely to be misclassified than others, because they are near to the boundary that separates different classes of data points. First, an ensemble of classifiers is trained. Then, using the output of the classifiers a second level of classifiers is trained with the outputs of the ensemble of classifiers. In other words, the second level of classifiers learns for which input a first level classifier is correct or how to combine the "guesses" of the first level classifiers.
An ensemble learning strategy for clustering has been used by Fred and Jain [7] , first. They called this approach evidence accumulation. They worked on clustering data points in an Euclidean space. Initially, the data points are clustered several times based on their distance and by means of an algorithm like k-means. The ensemble of generated clusterings is used to create a new distance matrix called the co-association matrix. The new similarity between two data points is the fraction of partitions that assign both data points to the same clustering. Then, the data points are clustered on basis of the co-association matrix.
Core Groups Graph Clustering Scheme
Let us restrict our considerations to the problem of whether a pair of vertices should belong to the same cluster or to different clusters. Making this decision is complicated. Many algorithms get misled during their search so that sometimes bad decisions are made. But what if we have one or more algorithms that find several clusterings with fair quality but still a lot of non-optimal decisions on whether a pair of vertices belongs to the same cluster? If all clusterings agree on whether a pair of vertices belongs to the same cluster, we can be pretty sure that this decision is correct. However, if the clusterings disagree, we should have a second look at this pair.
Based on this considerations, we propose the CGGC scheme. We use the agreements of several clusterings with fair quality to decide whether a pair of vertices should belong to the same cluster. The groups of vertices which are assigned to the same cluster in every clustering (i.e. the maximal overlaps of the clusterings) are denoted as core groups. To abstract from any specific quality measure, we use the term good partition for a partition that has a good quality according to an arbitrary quality measure. The CGGC scheme consists of the following steps:
1. Create a set S of k good partitions of G with base algorithm A initial 2. Identify the partitionP of the maximal overlaps in S 3. Create a graphĜ induced by the partitionP 4. Use base algorithm A f inal to search for a good partition ofĜ 5. Project partition ofĜ back to G Initially, a set S of k partitions of G is created. That means, one nondeterministic clustering algorithm is started k times to create the graph partitions, k deterministic but different algorithms are used or a combination of both is used. In terms of ensemble learning, the used algorithms are the base algorithms or weak learners and the computed clusterings are the weak classifiers.
Next, we combine the information of the weak classifiers: We calculate the maximal overlap of the clusterings in S. Let c P (v) denote the cluster that vertex c belongs to in partition P . We create from a set S of partitions
Extracting the maximum overlap of an ensemble of partitions creates an intermediate solution which is used as the starting point for the base algorithm A f inal to calculate the final clustering. The base algorithm used in this phase could be an algorithm used in step 1 or any other algorithm appropriate to optimize the objective function. For example, algorithms that are not able to cluster the original network in reasonable time could be used to cluster the smaller graphĜ = (V ,Ê) induced byP . To create the induced graph, all vertices in a cluster inP are merged to one vertex inĜ. Accordingly,Ĝ has as many vertices as there are clusters inP . An edge (v, w) ∈Ê has the weight of the combined weights of all edges in G that connect vertices in the clusters represented by v and w. Then, the clustering ofĜ would have to be projected back to G to get a clustering of the original graph.
Agglomerative hierarchical optimization schemes often show the best scalability for clustering algorithms as they usually make local decisions. While using only local information increases the scalability, it is a source of globally poor decisions, too. Extracting the overlap of an ensemble of clusterings provides a more global view. Figure 1 shows the complete merge lattice of a complete graph of 4 vertices. An agglomerative hierarchical algorithm always starts with the partition into singletons (shown at the bottom) and merges in some way the clusters until only one cluster containing all vertices remains (shown at the top). Every merge decision means going one level up in the lattice. Restarting the search at the maximal overlap of several partitions in an ensemble means to go back to a point in the lattice from which all of the partitions in this ensemble can be reached. If we restart the search for a good partition from this point, we will most probably be able to reach other good partitions than those in the ensemble, too. In fact, reaching other good or even better partitions than those in the ensemble will be easier than starting from singletons as poor cluster assignments in the ensemble have been leveled out.
The Iterated Approach
Wolpert [28] discussed the problem that some data points are harder to assign to the correct cluster than others. Data points at the natural border of two clusters are harder to assign than those inside. For the specific case of modularity maximization with agglomerative hierarchical algorithms, we discussed in [20] the influence of prior merge decision on all later merges. The order of the merge operation influences which side of the border a vertex is assigned to.
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 1 2) (3) (4) (1 3) (2) (4) (1 4) (2) (3) (1) (2 3) (4) (1) ( 2 4) With the help of the maximal overlaps of the CGGC scheme we try to separate the cores of the cluster from the boundaries. The harder decision on the vertices at the boundaries are made, when the knowledge of the cores provides additional information. This idea of separating cores and boundaries can be iterated in the following way (subsequently denoted as the CGGCi scheme):
1. Set P best to the partition into singletons and setĜ to G 2. Create a set S of k (fairly) good partitions ofĜ with base algorithm A initial 3. Identify the partitionP of the maximal overlaps in S 4. IfP is a better partition than P best , set P best =P , create the graphĜ induced byP and go back to step 2 5. Use base algorithm A f inal to search for a good partition ofĜ 6. Project partition ofĜ back to G In every new clustering P best some more vertices or groups of vertices have been merged or rearranged. So, every new clustering is likely to provide more accurate information on the structure of the graph for the succeeding iterations.
Modularity and its Optimization
Modularity is a popular objective function for graph clustering that measures the non-randomness of a graph partition. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected, unweighted graph, n := |V | the number of vertices, m := |E| the number of edges and
The modularity Q of the partition P of graph G is defined as
where w xy is an element in the adjacency matrix of G, s x is the degree of vertex v x , c P (v x ) is the cluster of v x in partition P and the Kronecker symbol Research on modularity maximization algorithms has been very popular in the last years and a lot of heuristic algorithms have been proposed. In the following, we discuss a randomized greedy and a label propagation algorithm in detail, as we will use them exemplarily to evaluate the CGGC scheme. We will give a brief summary of other algorithms, which could be used as base algorithms for the CGGC scheme as well. For an extensive overview on modularity maximization algorithms see [5] .
Randomized Greedy (RG)
Newman [15] proposed the first algorithm to be used to identify clusterings by maximizing modularity. The hierarchical agglomerative algorithm starts with a partition into singletons and merges in each step one pair of clusters that causes the maximal increase in modularity. The result is the cut of the dendrogram with the maximal modularity. This algorithm is slow as it considers to merge every pair of adjacent clusters in every step. But this complete search over all adjacent pairs also leads to an unbalanced merge process. Some clusters grow faster than others and the size difference is a bias for later merge decisions. Large clusters are merged with many small clusters in their neighborhood whether this is good from a global perspective or not [20] .
The randomized greedy algorithm [19] is a fast agglomerative hierarchical algorithm that has a very similar structure to Newman's algorithm but does not suffer from an unbalanced merge process. This algorithm selects in every step a small sample of z vertices and determines the best merge involving one of the vertices in the sample (see Algorithm 1). Because of the sampling the algorithm can be implemented quite efficiently and has a complexity of roughly O(m ln n).
In [19] we also introduced the RG+ (improved randomized greedy) algorithm, which we generalized to the CGGC scheme in this contribution. The RG+ algorithm uses the RG algorithm as its base clustering algorithm to create the weak classifiers and for the final clustering starting from the maximal overlap of these partitions. To obtain a standardized naming of all other CGGC scheme algorithms in this article we will denote this algorithms as CGGC RG in the following.
Label Propagation (LP)
Raghavan et al. [22] proposed a label propagation algorithm for graph clustering. This algorithm initializes every vertex of a graph with a unique label. Then, in iterative sweeps over the set of vertices the vertex labels are updated. A vertex gets the label that the maximum number of its neighbors have. The procedure is stopped when every vertex has the label that at least half of its neighbors have. The pseudocode of the LP algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
This procedure does not explicitly or implicitely maximize modularity. It is especially interesting, because it has a near linear time complexity. Every sweep 
Algorithm 1 Randomized Greedy (RG) algorithm

Algorithm 2 Label Propagation (LP) algorithm
Input: undirected, connected graph g, constant k Output: clustering
has a complexity of O(m) and Raghavan et al. report that 95% of the vertices have a label the majority of its neighbors have in only about 5 iterations. As we will show in Section 5, the CGGC scheme is able to find good final clusterings from weak results of intermediate runs of base algorithms. It does not matter if the algorithm is stopped prior to its originally defined stopping criterion.
Other Modularity Maximization Algorithms
A very fast agglomerative hierarchical algorithm has been developed by Blondel et al. [2] . The algorithm starts with singleton clusters. Every step of the algorithm consists of two phases. At first, all vertices are sequentially and iteratively moved between their current and a neighboring cluster, if this increases the modularity. In the case that several moves have a positive influence on the modularity, the one with the highest modularity increase is chosen. To speed up this process, a threshold is introduced to determine, when to stop the first phase based on the relative increase in modularity. In the second phase of each step, the result of the first phase is used to create a new graph, where all vertices that have been assigned to the same cluster in the first phase are represented by one vertex. The edge weights between the original vertices are summed up and give the new edge weights between the new vertices. Then, the algorithm returns to the first phase and moves the new vertices between clusters.
Another well performing algorithm is the MOME algorithm by Zhu et al. [29] . In a first phase, the coarsening phase, the algorithm recursively creates a set of graphs. Starting with the input graph, each vertex of the graph will be merged with the neighbor that yields the maximal increase in modularity. If the modularity delta is negative for all neighbors, the vertex will be left as it is. The resulting graph will be recursively processed until the graph can not be contracted any more. Subsequently, in the uncoarsening phase, the set of successively collapsed graphs will be expanded while the clustering gets refined by moving vertices between neighboring clusters.
Many other algorithms have been proposed. For practical usage and to be used within the CGGC scheme most of them are of no interest due to their inferior performance in terms of modularity maximization or runtime efficiency. Among these algorithms are several spectral algorithms [27] [16] [23] [24] and algorithms based on generic meta heuristics like iterated tabu search [13] , simulated annealing [12] or mean field annealing [10] . Formulations of modularity maximization as an integer linear programs (e.g. [1] , [3] ) allow finding an optimal solution without enumerating all possible partitions. However, processing networks with as few as 100 vertices is already a major problem for current computers.
Refinement
The results of most modularity maximization algorithms can be improved by a local vertex mover strategy. Noack and Rotta [18] surveyed the performance of several strategies inspired by the famous Kernighan-Lin algorithm [9] . We employ to the results of all evaluated algorithms the fast greedy vertex movement strategy, because all other strategies scale much worse without providing significant improvements in quality. The fast greedy vertex mover strategy sweeps iteratively over the set of vertices as long as moving a vertex to one of its neighboring clusters improves modularity.
Evaluation
The clustering scheme is evaluated by means of real-world and artificial networks from the testbed of the 10th DIMACS implementation challenge on graph partitioning and graph clustering. Memory complexity is a bigger issue than time complexity for our algorithms and we had to omit the two largest datasets from the category Clustering Instances because of insufficient main memory. We also omitted the small networks with less than 400 vertices where many algorithms are able to find the optimal partitions [19] . Before we conducted the evaluation, we first determined the best choice for the number of partitions in the ensembles. The results of our tests (see Figure  3) show that the ensemble size should be roughly ln n for all algorithms but CGGC LP . When using LP as the base algorithm, the quality improves with increasing ensemble size for the iterated scheme but heavily decreases for the non-iterated scheme (see Figure 2) . This seems to be a result of the weak learning quality of LP. A larger ensemble size results in more and smaller core groups in the maximal overlap partition. LP is not able to find a good clustering from finer decompositions when not iteratively applied as in the CGGCi scheme.
The results in Table 2 show the average optimization quality and therefore the quality we can expect when using the algorithm in a practical context. In Table 1 we show the boundary of the scheme, i.e. the best optimization quality we were able to achieve using the scheme given much time. While the iterated CGGCi scheme does not provide much improvement compared to the non-iterated scheme when used with the RG algorithm (CGGCi RG vs. CGGC RG ), its improvement for the LP algorithm is significant (CGGCi LP vs. CGGC LP ). There is still a difference between the CGGCi RG and CGGCi LP . But for most networks, CGGCi LP achieves better results than the standalone RG algorithm which showed to be a quite competitive algorithm [19] among non-CGGC scheme algorithms.
A notable result is that the LP algorithm performs extremely bad on the preferentialAttachment network (pref.Attach.). This network is the result of a random network generation process where iteratively edges are added to the network and the probability that an edge is attached to one vertex depends on the current degree of the vertex. The average modularity for the standalone LP on the preferentialAttachment network is extremely low as the algorithm identified only in 1 of 100 test runs a community structure. In all other cases the identified clusterings were partitions into singletons. Therefore, using LP within the CGGC scheme failed as well. However, we can argue that trying to find a significant community structure in a random network should fail.
The clustering process of the iterated CGGC scheme is shown by example in Figure 4 . The LP algorithm is a much weaker learner than the RG algorithm and initially finds clusterings with very low modularity. But after a few iterations the modularity of the core groups of both base algorithms are about the same. But although the quality of the final core groups for both base algorithms is similar, the core groups are different. The final core groups identified from the ensemble generated with the LP algorithm are a weaker restart point than those identified with RG. If we use RG as the base algorithm for the final clustering (A f inal ) to start from the LP core groups, the identified partitions have about the same modularity than those identified with LP. Because of page limitations we omit detailed results.
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that learning several weak classifiers has a number of advantages for graph clustering. The maximal overlap of several weak classifiers is a good restart point for further search. Depending on the viewpoint, this approach can be regarded as a way to make first the 'easy' decisions on which pairs of vertices belong together and make 'harder' decisions not before the unambiguous ones have been made. When looking at the search space, maximal overlaps seem to be capable of identifying those critical points from which especially gradient algorithms can find good local maxima. As it turned out, when using the CGGCi scheme, the choice of base algorithm has no major impact on the clustering quality. This is an important notion. Using the core groups scheme, the base algorithm(s) can be selected because of other considerations. For example, for most so far developed algorithms for modularity maximization an efficient implementation for distributed computer environments (e.g. a Hadoop cluster) would be very hard. However, the label propagation algorithm seems to be very suitable for this kind of environment. Propagating labels requires only to pass the label information between the nodes of a computer cluster. Thus, this algorithm can be used in the CGGCi scheme and in a distributed computing environment to find high quality clusterings of mega scale networks.
